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Abstract
Theoretical and empirical studies suggest that as immigration increases, ecological communities transition from a nichestructured regime to an immigration-structured regime. The niche-structured regime is the domain of classic niche models; the
immigration-structured regime is the domain of island biogeography and related theories. A recent unified model predicted
a biphasic species–area relationship (SAR) arising from the transition between the two regimes, but the generality and scope
of this relationship remain unclear. Here we study the transition further to address three key questions: (1) Can MacArthur
and Wilson’s classic graphical paradigm of intersecting immigration and extinction curves be adapted to capture the nichestructured regime that occurs at low-immigration rates? (2) Do different ecological models predict a similar biphasic SAR?
(3) Can the biphasic island SAR be reconciled with the classic triphasic SAR observed in mainland biogeography? On the
first point, we find that the transition can be incorporated into MacArthur and Wilson’s graphical paradigm by forcing the
extinction curves sharply downwards at low species richness, reflecting the stabilizing effect of niche processes. On the
second point, we confirm that a variety of simple ecological models produce qualitatively similar biphasic SARs. On the
third point, we find that a unified model predicts an overall four-phase SAR with the second phase being a shallow nichestructured phase that is rarely observed in mainland SARs, which we hypothesize is because local communities on mainlands
are usually in the immigration-structured regime.
Keywords Niche theory · Island biogeography theory · Neutral theory · Dispersal · Immigration–extinction balance ·
MacArthur’s paradox

Introduction
The question of what determines the species richness of local
communities is central to ecology. One view is that local species richness arises from a dynamic equilibrium between local
extinction and immigration from a larger regional species pool,
and is thus ultimately dependent on regional- and continentalscale processes that play out over geological timescales. This
view is embodied by MacArthur and Wilson’s classic theory
of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967),
in which an island’s species richness at dynamic equilibrium
is determined by an immigration–extinction balance. The theory predicts that larger islands have higher species richness
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because they have lower extinction rates than smaller islands.
The lower extinction rates of larger islands are attributable to
larger population sizes, which confer greater resistance to stochastic extinction and competitive exclusion. In more-modern
incarnations of the theory, larger islands have higher richness
also because they experience higher immigrant rain, this being
due to the “target area effect” whereby larger islands constitute
bigger targets for immigrant propagules (Lomolino 1990). The
core ideas of island biogeography are summarized in a graphical paradigm whereby equilibrium species richness occurs at
intersection points between the curves of immigration and
extinction as functions of species richness (MacArthur and
Wilson 1967) (Fig. 1A, B).
The positive island species–area relationship (SAR) predicted by the theory of island biogeography is broadly consistent with empirical data from island archipelagos (Diamond
1975; Rosenzweig 1995). Though originally focused on
true islands, island biogeographic theory has inspired other
theories, including ecological neutral theory (Hubbell 2001),
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Fig. 1  A Under the classic theory of island biogeography, species
richness at dynamic equilibrium arises from a balance between immigration and extinction. Larger islands have higher immigration rates
and lower extinction rates, and thus more species. B This leads to a
monotonically increasing species–area relationship. C Under our proposed unification of island biogeography and niche theory, when spe-

cies richness is low, niche stabilizing forces reduce extinction rates
and thereby maintain a minimum of roughly n∗ species. D This results
in a biphasic species–area relationship, with species richness maintained by niches in the first phase and by immigration in the second
phase

that apply to mainland communities. In neutral theory, the
diversity arises from an immigration–extinction balance at
small scales, and from a speciation–extinction balance at large
scales (Hubbell 2001). Neutral theory predicts a triphasic

SAR from local to global scales. The first phase is a steep
sampling phase that occurs at small scales below the average dispersal distance; the second phase is a shallower phase
that arises from the effects of immigration at intermediate
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scales and interpolates between the first and third phases; and
the third is a steep phase at scales above the average species
range size that arises from the independence of distant communities (Rosindell and Cornell 2007; O’Dwyer and Cornell
2018). The triphasic SAR is consistent with empirical data
from mainland areas (Preston 1960), although only one or
two phases may be observed depending on the range of scales
studied (Storch et al. 2012).
A different perspective comes from another major branch
of ecological theory to which MacArthur also made founding contributions: niche theory. Under niche theory, species
richness is typically explained in terms of stable coexistence,
which is attributable to properties of the local environment.
“MacArthur’s paradox” (Schoener 1983; Loreau and Mouquet
1999) is that while MacArthur made contributions to both
niche theory (MacArthur 1958; MacArthur and Levins 1967)
and island biogeography theory (MacArthur and Wilson 1963,
1967), niches do not play a central role in classic island biogeography theory, and nor are the principles of island biogeography typically invoked in niche theory (Loreau and Mouquet
1999). The two theories paint starkly different portraits of
ecological community dynamics. Niche theory emphasizes
stable coexistence of species, while the theory of island biogeography emphasizes species turnover and dynamic equilibria
with changing species composition. Niche theory proposes
that local processes maintain local diversity, while the theory
of island biogeography proposes that larger scale processes,
and immigration from large scales to the local scale, maintain
local diversity. Niche theory proposes that the increasing trend
of mainland SARs at intermediate scales is largely attributable to the appearance of novel habitats in larger survey areas
(Preston 1960; Shmida and Wilson 1985), whereas neutral
theory shows that a triphasic SAR can arise without niches.
How can these two perspectives—the local niche perspective
versus the large-scale island biogeography perspective—be
reconciled? This is the essence of the putative paradox.
A century ago large-scale, historical explanations for
diversity were broadly accepted, but perspectives shifted
with the advent of niche theory (Ricklefs 1987). In niche
theory, the principle of competitive exclusion states that in
the absence of immigration, two species competing for a single resource cannot coexist at a stable equilibrium (Gause
1934; Hardin 1960), implying that in the presence of n
resources, at most n species can coexist at a stable equilibrium. To explain the apparent local coexistence of dozens
or hundreds of species on relatively few resources in nature,
niche theory has proposed various solutions including nonequilibrium coexistence via nonlinear dynamics (Huisman
and Weissing 1999), and host-specific predators or pathogens
that effectively increase niche dimensionality (Chisholm and
Muller-Landau 2011; Terborgh 2012). Such mechanisms can
in principle explain the coexistence of arbitrarily many species, but in practice the mathematical criteria for stability

become ever more restrictive as more species are added
(Goh and Jennings 1977; Schippers et al. 2001; Chisholm
and Muller-Landau 2011). This casts doubt on whether the
mechanisms can be sufficiently fine-tuned in the real world
to explain, for example, the hundreds or even thousands of
species that occur together in tropical forest tree communities, coral reef communities, and plankton communities
(Roberts et al. 2002; Wright 2002; Smith et al. 2005). In
addition, large-scale correlative analyses have shown that
local diversity is better predicted by regional diversity than
by local abiotic variables (Ricklefs and He 2016). Furthermore, neutral models, which lack niches entirely, can accurately describe statistical patterns of local biodiversity such
as the species abundance distribution (Volkov et al. 2003,
2007). Complicating matters, the answer to the question of
which perspective—the niche perspective or the island biogeography perspective—is more correct may be context- or
scale-dependent (Chase et al. 2018).
An emerging resolution of MacArthur’s paradox is that
niche theory applies where immigration is low or absent,
and that island biogeography and related theories apply
where immigration is more substantial. Loreau and Moquet
(1999) used a theoretical model to show that as the immigration rate into a community increases, a transition occurs
from a state dominated by one species—the one with highest intrinsic growth rate—to a state in which a variety of
species are maintained by immigration. More recently, we
used a niche–neutral model to illustrate how the presence
of separate niches allows multiple species to persist at the
low-immigration side of the transition (Chisholm and Pacala 2011; Chisholm et al. 2016). This model also yielded a
biphasic SAR and thus a novel explanation for the smallisland effect—the observation that among very small islands
there is often little relationship between area and richness,
in violation of island biogeography’s classic increasing SAR
(Lomolino and Weiser 2001; Chisholm et al. 2016).
Here we delve deeper into this proposed resolution of
MacArthur’s paradox by answering three key questions and
thereby expanding its generality and scope. Our first question
is whether the idea of a niche- to immigration-structured transition can be unified with MacArthur and Wilson’s graphical
paradigm for island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson
1967) (Fig. 1A, B). This is desirable because the graphical
paradigm is often ecologists’ first point of contact with island
biogeography theory and allows the core ideas of the theory
to be communicated without recourse to quantitative models.
Our second key question is whether the biphasic SAR arising
from the transition is predicted by ecological models other
than the niche–neutral model studied in our previous work
(Chisholm et al. 2016). Our third key question is whether the
biphasic island SAR can be unified with the classic triphasic
SAR from mainland biogeography (Preston 1960; O’Dwyer
and Cornell 2018). Such a unification would have important
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implications for our understanding of the maintenance of
diversity, in particular the question of whether the diversity
of local communities on mainlands is maintained primarily
by niche processes or by immigration.
To answer these questions, we use a variety of ecological
models, some with their origins in neutral theory and some in
niche theory. We recognize that recent years have seen a flourishing of attempts to unify island biogeography and neutral
theory with niche theory (Leibold and McPeek 2006; Chase
and Myers 2011; Matthews and Whittaker 2014). These
studies typically come from one of two directions: incorporating stochasticity and/or dispersal into niche theory (e.g.,
Amarasekare and Nisbet 2001; Tilman 2004); or incorporating niches into island biogeography or neutral theory (e.g.,
Gravel et al. 2006; Kadmon and Allouche 2007; Chisholm and
Pacala 2010; Cazelles et al. 2016). Recent metacommunity
models also incorporate aspects of both classic niche theory
and island biogeography theory (Shoemaker and Melbourne
2016; Thompson et al. 2020a). Our approach departs from
these studies in that, where the typical approach is to extensively analyze one model—often a fairly complex model—
and explore a range of biodiversity patterns generated by it,
our approach is to use a variety of minimal models, both conceptual models and variations on classic quantitative models,
that are targeted at very specific questions.

Materials and methods
General theoretical framework
We start at a conceptual level with a graphical model. Specifically, we ask what effect niche structure will have on
the classic graphical model in island biogeography theory
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967), where the extinction rate
increases with island species richness ( S ) and the immigration rate of new species decreases with island species
richness (Fig. 1A, B). In deterministic niche theory, there
are typically a number of species that can stably coexist
in the absence of immigration and stochasticity, which we
call n∗. We refer to n∗ as the number of niches. We do not
make any explicit assumption about how the immigration
rate of new species varies with island area, because there
is mixed empirical evidence about how strong this relationship is (Ricklefs and Cox 1972; Gilpin and Diamond 1976);
but we do assume that the number of individual immigrants
per unit time increases systematically with island area, an
assumption with stronger empirical support (Hanski and
Peltonen 1988; Lomolino 1990). We assume that individual
immigrant rain is independent of local niche structure on the
island, and thus, the effects of niches on the classic graphical island biogeographic model (Fig. 1A, B) manifest themselves predominantly via the extinction rate.
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To incorporate the effects of stabilizing niches into the
classic graphical model, we hypothesize that when some
niches remain vacant ( S < n∗ ), the island extinction rate
becomes lower than predicted by standard island biogeography theory, because extinctions are prevented by niche
stabilization forces (Fig. 1C). Above this threshold (S > n∗),
the extinction rate gradually increases with S , consistent
with traditional island biogeography theory (Fig. 1C). Niche
stabilization forces maintain species richness close to the
value predicted by niche theory where immigration is very
weak, i.e., on small isolated islands. But on large islands
or islands close to other land masses, immigration is sufficient to overwhelm niche constraints and provide more
species than niches at the immigration–extinction balance.
The predicted SAR from this new graphical model is biphasic, consistent with that of our previously published quantitative model (Chisholm et al. 2016): it is almost flat at
first, and only begins to increase appreciably, in accordance
with traditional island biogeography theory, when island
area crosses a threshold above which immigration is high
enough to overwhelm niche constraints (Fig. 1D). We now
move on to a series of quantitative models that will allow us
to explore the niche–immigration transition in more detail.

Classic niche models
A limitation of the niche–neutral model studied in our previous work, and described in more detail in the following
section (Chisholm et al. 2016), is its simplistic phenomenological representation of niches. To explore whether the
niche–immigration transition and a biphasic SAR are general
phenomena (Fig. 1C, D), we studied three classic niche models with immigration added. The first model is the standard Lotka–Volterra competition model for n species (Lotka
1925; Volterra 1926) with an immigration term added:
�
�
dNi
1∑
=
r
N
1
−
𝛼
N
(1)
i i
j ij j + I
dt
K
i

Here Ni , ri , and Ki are, respectively, the population size
(number of individuals), intrinsic per capita growth rate, and
carrying capacity of species i ; 𝛼ij is the competitive effect
of species j on species i ; and the new term I represents the
influx of immigrants of each species. All model parameters
are positive. We kept the parameter I constant across species for parsimony. Though Eq. (1) describes a deterministic
model, it exhibits an immigration–extinction balance analogous to that in island biogeography theory and is mathematically equivalent to an individual-based stochastic version of
the same model in the limit of large Ni (see Appendix S1).
Our next two models can similarly be thought of as deterministic expectations of stochastic models.
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Our second niche-based model is the Monod competition
model (Tilman 1981) for n species on m resources, again
with an immigration term added:
( rR
)
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dRj
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Here Ni is the population size of species i , ri is the maximal
growth rate of species i, Di is the per capita death rate of species
i , Rj is the concentration of resource j, hij is the half saturation
constant and Qij is the yield parameter for species i consuming
resource j, Xj is the influent concentration of resource j, Fj is
the supply rate of resource j, and I again is the immigration
rate. All model parameters are positive. For parsimony, we set

Di = D = Fj = F for all species and resources, as in Tilman
(1977). The parameter hij is a measure of the competitive ability of species i for resource j, with lower hij reflecting higher
competitive ability. The reciprocal 1∕Qij measures energetic
content of resource j for species i (Huisman et al. 2001). The
Monod model was parameterized as in scenario 3 of Huisman
et al. (2001) (see Table 1).
Our third model is an apparent-competition model (Holt
1977) with an immigration term added:
�∑
�
ai bi Ri
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Table 1  Details of parameterizations for niche models with immigration added
Parameter
All models
A
Lotka–Volterra model
n
I
𝛼ij
ri
Ki
Monod model
n
m
I
ri
hij
Qij
Xj
D
Apparent-competition model
n
I
B
C
ri
Ki
ai
bi

Value, range of values, formula, or dis- Notes
tribution* from which value is drawn†
[ 3 9]
10 , 10

Within this range, we used 19 values of A, evenly spaced on a log-scale

1000
√
10−4 A
∼ U(0,1)
4
∼ A × logN(log(10), 0.09)

Diagonal entries 𝛼ii are set to 1

1000
10
√
10−4 A
100
A × yij , where
∑
yij = 0.5xij ∕ k xik and xij ∼ U(0,1)
(
)
∼ N 0.04 + 0.02yij , 0.001

Trade-off in competitive abilities, following Huisman et al. (2001)
Negative relation between competitive ability and resource energetic
content (1∕Qij ), following Huisman et al. (2001)

10A
50
1000
√
10−4 A
2
0.5
∼ U(0,1)
∼ A × logN(0,1)
∼ U(0,2)
∼ U(0,2)

*

Distributions used are the uniform distribution U(a, b), the normal distribution N(𝜇, 𝜎 2 ), and the lognormal distribution logN(𝜇, 𝜎 2 ). The randomly drawn parameter values vary across species but not across islands

†

For brevity, units are omitted in this table. A consistent set of units can be chosen by setting a spatial and temporal scale
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Here P is the population size of a predator species, Ri is
the population size of prey species i , ai is the rate of encountering and capturing prey species i (per unit predator and
prey, and scaled by the carrying capacity for species i), bi is
the caloric value of a unit of prey species i to the predator,
B is an energetic conversion factor, C specifies an energetic
maintenance cost, ri and Ki are the intrinsic per capita growth
rate and carrying capacity of species i , and I again is the
immigration rate. All model parameters are positive. Note
that Eqs. (4) and (5) are reparameterized versions of those in
�
Holt (1977), where ai = ai ∕Ki . We made this reparameterization so that each equilibrium population size would scale
linearly with the carrying capacity.
We explored the island SARs predicted by these three
models by choosing appropriate scalings of the parameters
with island area ( A ). Carrying capacities were assumed
to scale linearly with island area ( K ∝ A ). In the Monod
model, where carrying capacities are determined indirectly
by resource availabilities, the two parameters with the same
units as resource abundance were assumed to scale linearly
with island area (h ∝ A and X ∝ A). Immigration rates in all
models were assumed to scale linearly with√island perimeter,
i.e., as the square root of island area ( I ∝ A ; qualitatively
similar results—not shown—arise if instead I ∝ A). We set
the total number of species in the species pool of each model
to the arbitrarily high value of n = 1000. We then parameterized the models as shown in Table 1, and the differential
equations were numerically integrated (using the ode function in the software R) until an equilibrium was reached
(we did not observe limit cycles or chaotic attractors with
these models, although these are theoretically possible for
the Lotka–Volterra model at least). The species richness at
the end of each numerical integration was recorded as the
number of species with abundance ≥ 1; any species with
abundance below this threshold was treated as extinct on the
island (Lande 1993; Tilman 2004).
To validate the intuition behind our new graphical model
of island biogeography with niches (Fig. 1C, D), we studied a stochastic version of the Lotka–Volterra model. Specifically, we took a two-species stochastic individual-based
Lotka–Volterra model (Constable and McKane 2015), generalized the model to multiple species, and then added immigration (see Appendix S1). The model was parameterized as
for our deterministic Lotka–Volterra model (Table 1). Using
this model, we performed simulations to produce immigration and extinction curves for different island areas. Each
immigration curve specifies the rate of arrival of new species
onto an island given a particular number of existing species, and we calculated this analytically as the product of the
immigration rate and the number of species not on the island
(see Appendix S1 for further details). Each extinction curve
specifies the rate of extinction on an island given a particular
number of species, i.e., species richness S . To estimate this
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rate, we used simulations each consisting of four steps: (i)
perturbing the island community from its stochastic steady
state by changing island area by a factor 𝛽 , (ii) simulating
community dynamics until a new stochastic steady state was
reached, (iii) removing the perturbation (returning area to its
original value), and (iv) simulating community dynamics
until species richness S decreased by one (representing a
species extinction) or increases by one (representing arrival
of a new species) (Appendix S1). The simulated perturbations are intended to subsume a variety of perturbations
that can befall real island communities, and the proportion
of simulations with species richness S that resulted in a
decrease in S is used as an estimate of the extinction rate at
species richness S (Appendix S1). We compared the extinction and immigration curves to those of the general graphical
model (Fig. 1D).

The spatially implicit niche–neutral model
We now turn to the niche–neutral model of our previous
paper (Chisholm et al. 2016) and build upon it to demonstrate that a niche–immigration transition occurs under a
broader range of ecological scenarios. The niche–neutral
model is based on the classic spatially implicit neutral model
(Hubbell 2001; Volkov et al. 2003), in which a local community is connected to a larger metacommunity by immigration. Diversity in the metacommunity arises from a balance
between speciation and extinction; diversity in the local
community arises from a balance between immigration and
extinction. The metacommunity has JM individuals, and in
each timestep an individual in the metacommunity is chosen
to die at random, with the vacated site filled by the offspring
of a parent chosen at random in the metacommunity. With
a small probability 𝜈 , the recruit mutates into a new species. The local community, which has J individuals, follows similar dynamics, except that instead of speciation the
diversity-renewing force is immigration from the metacommunity, with immigration represented by a per capita rate
m . When applied to island biogeography, the “local community” is interpreted as an island; the metacommunity is
the mainland (or surrounding islands) and can be treated
as static on timescales relevant to the focal island; and the
model’s parameters are the island community size J , the
per capita immigration rate m , and a composite parameter
representing metacommunity( diversity
) called the fundamental biodiversity number 𝜃 = JM − 1 𝜈∕(1 − 𝜈). To interpret
the results of the model in terms of area, one must define a
fourth parameter 𝜌, the density of individuals per unit area;
then, area is A = J∕𝜌.
The niche–neutral model modifies the neutral model by
creating n∗ distinct non-overlapping niches, within each of
which neutral dynamics operate independently (Chisholm
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and Pacala 2010, 2011). Non-overlapping niches mean that
each species can live in one and only niche, and that a new
species arising from speciation retains the niche preference
of its parent. We first used this model to reproduce the biphasic SAR of Chisholm et al. (2016), and then afterwards, to
emphasize the point that the transition is driven by increasing immigration per se rather than other effects of increasing
area (e.g., decreasing extinction rates), we also explored how
a similar biphasic shape can emerge even among islands of
constant area if the per capita immigration rate varies across
islands, as might happen across a series of equal-sized islands
at varying distances from the mainland. We plotted species
richness S versus the total number of immigrants mJ = m𝜌A,
in two scenarios. Specifically, in the first scenario, as in
Chisholm et al. (2016), area A varies across islands and the
total immigration rate scales linearly with island√perimeter,
i.e., as the square root of island area ( Jm ∝
√ A , which
implies per capita immigration rate m = k∕(𝜌 A) for some
constant k ; see MacArthur and Wilson (1963) for justification; qualitatively similar results—not shown—are obtained
if Jm ∝ A instead). In the second scenario, area A is constant but m varies systematically across islands from 10−5.5 to
10−2.2. We used the parameter values n∗ = 10, 𝜃 = 200, 𝜌 = 1,
and k = 0.0005. To plot the curves, we used existing analytical solutions for this model (Chisholm et al. 2016; see also
Appendix S2).
We then extended the model to explore how the island
SAR changes when in situ speciation on islands is allowed
(Rosindell and Phillimore 2011). This is an important extension to the model, because in nature in situ speciation can
be the main force maintaining diversity on large islands
(Lomolino 2000; Losos and Schluter 2000) (note both the
original spatially implicit neutral model and the original
niche–neutral model have speciation only in the metacommunity, not in the local community, i.e., not on the island;
Hubbell 2001; Chisholm and Pacala 2010). The speciation
process is also necessary to unify the biphasic island SAR
with the classic triphasic SAR of mainland biogeography.
We used the same parameter values as above, with speciation rate 𝜈 = 10−12 on the island.

The spatially explicit niche–neutral model
Next, to explore the robustness of our results about SARs
generated using the niche–neutral model described above, we
extended the model to spatially explicit scenarios where the
niches are defined as spatially non-overlapping habitats, whose
structure is determined by a fractal algorithm based on 2-D
Perlin noise (Perlin 1985), variants of which have been applied
to other spatial problems in ecology (e.g., Hargrove et al. 2002;
Haoqi and Guanghui 2019) (Appendix S3). In a community,
for each of n∗ niches, a fractal grid of intensity values is first
generated using the Perlin noise algorithm with parameter

f0, which determines how finely grained the niche structure
will be (Appendix S3). Each cell in the final landscape is then
assigned to one of the n∗ niches, specifically the niche with the
highest corresponding intensity value in that cell. The resulting
fractal pattern allows the number of niches to increase with
area, unlike in the spatially implicit model. We used n∗ = 10
and f0 = 1.5 to generate all the fractal niche landscapes.
The dynamics of the spatial niche–neutral model then
play out on this fractal niche landscape. We considered two
scenarios: (i) a single isolated island of area A; and (ii) a single island of area A with a nearby mainland of area AM . For
simplicity, we assumed a square shape for both the island
and the mainland. The island and mainland are embedded
in a gridded landscape with one individual per land grid cell
and zero individuals per water grid cell. We measure area
in units corresponding to the number of grid cells, so that
the numbers of individuals on the island and mainland are
J = 𝜌A and JM = 𝜌AM , respectively, where 𝜌 = 1. Because
J and JM are constant over time, the model is zero-sum. The
island is separated from the mainland by a distance d at the
closest point. In each timestep of the model, an individual
is chosen to die at random, and the vacated cell is filled by
the offspring of the individual in a cell drawn randomly from
a bivariate normal dispersal kernel with means and covariances equal to zero, and variances 𝜎 2 . If the cell drawn is
in the ocean or in a niche not corresponding to that of the
vacated cell, another draw from the kernel is made. Occasionally, if a large enough value is drawn from the kernel,
a dispersal event can occur from the mainland to the island
or vice versa. As in the spatially implicit model with in situ
island speciation, we allowed a small probability 𝜈 of speciation per birth–death event for both island and mainland grid
cells. We simulated the model using a backwards-in-time
coalescence method (Rosindell et al. 2008), implemented
in Python with the pycoalescence package (Thompson et al.
2020b), to determine
the average
{
} species richness S of the
island for A ∈ 20 , 22 , 24 … 224 , AM = 224 (in the scenarios
with a mainland), 𝜎 = 8, 𝜈 = 10−6 , and d = 20 . For each
value of A, we determined species richness S as the average
over 10 stochastic simulations.
The code (in R and Python) for all models is provided in
Appendix S4.

Results
Classic niche models
Preliminary investigations of the three classic niche models
revealed a consistent biphasic nature to the SARs, and each
model’s parameters were subsequently tuned (Table 1) so
that the transition from the first phase to the second phase
occurred roughly in the range A ∈ [105 , 107 ] (Fig. 2). The
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biphasic SARs are qualitatively consistent with our general
graphical model (Fig. 1D) and with our previously published results from the spatially implicit niche–neutral model
(Chisholm et al. 2016), with an almost flat niche-structured
phase at low areas giving way to an increasing immigrationstructured phase at high areas.
The stochastic version of the Lotka–Volterra model provides a quantitative illustration of how the biphasic SAR is
generated by an extinction curve that sharply dips towards
zero as S decreases towards n∗, the point where island species
richness equals the number of species coexisting by deterministic niche mechanisms (Fig. 2B). This mechanism is
again consistent with our general graphical model (Fig. 1C).

The spatially implicit niche–neutral model
In the spatially implicit niche–neutral model, the relationship of species richness to area is biphasic, as shown in our
previous work (Chisholm et al. 2016), switching from a flat
niche-structured phase at low values to an increasing immigration-structured phase at high values (Fig. 3A), consistent with our general graphical model (Fig. 1D). The model
also exhibits a biphasic relationship of species richness to
the per capita immigration rate (Fig. 3B). Both the biphasic
SAR and the biphasic richness–immigration relationship are
driven by an increasing total number of immigrants (Fig. 3A,
B, top axes).
When speciation was added to the spatially implicit
niche–neutral model, the first two phases of the biphasic
SAR were retained, but a third steeply increasing speciationstructured phase appeared at very large island areas (Fig. 4).
For very small island areas, where the number of individuals
is less than the number of niches ( J < n∗), there is an additional “sampling phase” of the SAR (Fig. 4). We derived an
analytical approximation that accurately describes all four
phases of the resulting SAR (Appendix S2).

The spatially explicit niche–neutral model
In the spatially explicit niche–neutral model, the observed
patterns were qualitatively consistent with those of the spatially implicit model and thus also the general graphical
model. Examples of the niche spatial structure generated by
the fractal algorithm are shown in Fig. 5 A and B. In the scenario with just a single isolated island (no immigration from
a mainland), the SAR was triphasic, with a sampling phase
at very small areas, a flat niche-structured phase at intermediate areas, and a steeply increasing speciation-structured
phase at very large areas (Fig. 5C). In the scenario with a
mainland providing a source of immigrants, a new intermediate phase of the SAR appears that is structured by immigration, leading to an overall tetraphasic SAR (Fig. 5D) consistent with the spatially implicit model with in situ island
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speciation (Fig. 4). Moreover, the spatially implicit model
gives a very good quantitative approximation to the SAR
of the spatially explicit model, provided that the spatially
implicit immigration parameter m is calculated via simulation as the average probability that a death event is followed
by an immigration event in the spatially explicit landscape
(Fig. 5D, dashed black curve).

Discussion
Previous work has established the idea that ecological communities, on islands and mainlands, can exist along a spectrum from being niche-structured to immigration-structured,
with the transition between the two driven by increasing
immigration rates (Loreau and Mouquet 1999; Chisholm
and Pacala 2011). This effectively resolves MacArthur’s
paradox (Schoener 1983) by delineating the domain of
niche theory—low-immigration environments—from that
of island biogeography and other theories in which immigration plays a central role. Previous work has also shown
how a niche- to immigration-structured transition leads to
a biphasic island SAR that unifies the small-island effect
with the increasing SAR from traditional island biogeography (Chisholm et al. 2016). Here we have advanced understanding of these phenomena in three ways. Firstly, we have
shown how MacArthur and Wilson’s graphical paradigm for
island biogeography can be adapted to include the effects
of stabilizing niches (Fig. 1C), in a way that is consistent
with the niche–immigration transition and the biphasic SAR
(Fig. 1D). Secondly, we have shown how the biphasic SAR
arises not just from the niche–neutral model studied in our
previous work (Chisholm et al. 2016), but from a variety of
other ecological models (Fig. 2). Thirdly, we have unified
this biphasic SAR with the classic triphasic mainland SAR,
by showing that a more general model predicts a tetraphasic
SAR (Figs. 4 and 5) and by explaining how the different
mainland and island SARs’ phases map on to one another.
Interestingly, our unification of niches with the graphical
model of island biogeography runs counter to some early
ideas on how to do this by MacArthur himself, who wrote
the following (1965; see also Fig. 6 in his paper):
[The steep upward bend in the extinction curve] takes
place where the number of species on the island
roughly corresponds to the capacity of the island and
is assumed to be proportional to the variety of habitats; species in excess find more difficulty in surviving
and thus the extinction curves become steep. When this
approximate number of species has been reached, the
number of species varies but little with changes in the
immigration rate, and instead depends mostly upon
habitat diversity.
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A

B

C

D

Fig. 2  A A Lotka–Volterra competition model with immigration
added yields a biphasic SAR (black curve) with a flat niche-structured
phase for small islands and an increasing immigration-structured
phase for large islands; the SAR for the corresponding model without immigration is flat, with diversity maintained only by niches (gray
curve). B A stochastic version of the Lotka–Volterra model reveals
that the niche-structured phase of the biphasic SAR arises because
extinction rates (red curves) become very low once species richness
falls below a particular threshold corresponding to the number of
species that can stably coexist in the absence of immigration and sto-

chasticity (S ≈ 10 here), while immigration rates (gray lines) are only
weakly affected by species richness. Points indicate values of species richness (horizontal axis) and rates (vertical axis) at the dynamic
extinction–immigration equilibrium. The island area corresponding to each set of extinction and immigration curves is indicated by
color, as shown in the graphical legend. Similar biphasic SARs occur
when immigration is added to C a Monod competition model (Tilman
1981) and D an apparent-competition model (Holt 1977). See Table 1
and text for model parameter values

MacArthur is saying here that (i) when there are more
species than niches the extinction rate will be very high
(whence the steep upward bend) and further increases in
immigration will do little to increase equilibrium species

richness; and (ii) when this happens, species diversity is
maintained by niches and is roughly equal to niche diversity ( S = n∗). And it is implicit that when these conditions
are not met, i.e., when there are fewer species than niches
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A

B

Fig. 3  In a spatially implicit hybrid niche–neutral model, the relationship of expected island species richness S (vertical axes) to the
expected number of individual immigrants per generation m𝜌A (top
axes) is biphasic (black curves), with species richness maintained
by niches where immigrants are few (consistent with a niche-only
model; gray curves), and by an immigration–extinction balance
where immigrants are many. Changes in the number of immigrants

per generation can be driven by changes in either A island area ( A)
or B the per capita immigration rate ( m). Model parameter values are
number of niches n∗ = 10, individual density 𝜌 = 1, and metacommunity diversity 𝜃 = 200; in√
panel A, area A varies along the horizontal axis and m = 0.0005∕ A (see text); in panel B, area is fixed at
A = 104 and m varies along the horizontal axis. Area is measured in
units such that there is one individual per unit area

(S < n∗), the standard island biogeographic principles apply:
species richness is determined by an immigration–extinction
balance rather than niche diversity. This model leads to a
saturating island SAR (e.g., Wright 1981 Eq. (8), Lomolino
2000 Fig. 1, Lomolino and Weiser 2001 Fig. 1). To reconcile
this graphical model with reality, one has to assume that
the portion of the SAR typically observed in empirical data
is the initial increasing portion, i.e., the regime where the
niches are not full ( S < n∗).
Our new graphical model turns this on its head because
we assume that there are relatively few niches and most of
these are usually full. Thus, the portions of the extinction
rate versus species richness curve and of the SAR most relevant to real archipelagos are towards the right of Fig. 1 C
and D ( S ≥ n∗). Accordingly, we view niches as imposing a
lower bound on species richness that is realized only when
immigration is very low (gray lines in Fig. 3), whereas
MacArthur’s (1965) graphical model viewed niches as
imposing an upper bound that is realized only when immigration is very high. Several subsequent authors, explicitly
or implicitly, have also adopted MacArthur’s view (Wright
1981; Caswell and Cohen 1993; Lomolino and Weiser
2001; Kadmon and Allouche 2007).

Evidence for and against our new graphical model
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We contend that our new graphical model (Fig. 1C, D) is the
more plausible way to build niches into the classic island biogeography graphical model (Fig. 1A, B). Firstly, its predictions
emerge easily from fundamental ecological models—both
neutral models with niches added (Figs. 3, 4, and 5) and classic niche models with immigration added (Fig. 2). That these
minor variants of canonical ecological models, though crude
and oversimplified relative to reality, all predict similar patterns suggests that these patterns are robust and would appear
in more-complex models as well. For instance, we expect that
Tilman’s (2004) stochastic niche theory and the niche–neutral
model of Gravel et al. (2006) would produce a similar biphasic
SAR and similar extinction–immigration curves to those in
Fig. 2B if immigration were varied systematically with community size, starting from very low values, as in our analyses.
An exception would be niche models in which the niches have
no stabilizing effects (e.g., Kadmon and Allouche 2007). But
given the broad empirical evidence that niches are stabilizing, at least to some degree (e.g., Tilman 1981; Song et al.
2021), we consider our assumption of stabilizing niches to be
reasonable.

2500
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Fig. 4  Species–area relationship for a spatially implicit niche–neutral
model with in situ island speciation (solid curve), using
√ an illustrative parameter set (𝜃 = 200, n∗ = 100, m = 0.0005∕(𝜌 A), 𝜈 = 10−12,

𝜌 = 1). The sampling, niche-structured, immigration-structured, and
speciation-structured phases are labelled. The case without in situ
island speciation (dashed curve) is shown for comparison

Our graphical model’s predictions are also consistent
with empirical data. Whereas traditional island biogeography predicts a saturating SAR at large scales (e.g., Wright
1981 Eq. (8), Lomolino 2000 Fig. 1, Lomolino and Weiser
2001 Fig. 1) that has—to our knowledge—never been
observed in empirical data, our theory predicts a lower
bound on the SAR at small areas that has been repeatedly
observed, but arguably underappreciated, as the small-island
effect (Chisholm et al. 2016).
We must also address some apparently countervailing
evidence. Some studies have claimed that immigration does
not increase appreciably with island area. Ricklefs and Cox
(1972) looked at birds in the West Indies and found that for
the subset of species that are recent colonists, the island
SARs are relatively flat, suggesting that immigration rates
are not strongly dependent on island area. One issue here
is that “immigration” in the Ricklefs and Cox (1972) study
refers to immigration of new species, which we would expect
to increase more weakly with area than immigration of individuals. Thus, the increase may be harder to detect. There is
also a potential issue of circularity in the analysis of Ricklefs
and Cox (1972), because in their classification they define

recently colonizing or “Stage I” species as geographically
widespread taxa, which by definition will tend to exhibit
flat SARs. Nowadays, molecular techniques can potentially
provide a more robust basis for estimating the colonization
time of species on islands; a repeat of the Ricklefs and Cox
(1972) analysis using these modern methods might shed
more light on the true area–immigration rate relationship.
Other studies have claimed that habitat diversity is a
better prediction of species richness than area per se (Kohn
and Walsh 1994; Ricklefs and Lovette 1999; Hortal et al.
2009). We re-analyzed the data of one such study—for plant
species in the Shetland islands (Kohn and Walsh 1994)—
and confirmed that habitat richness ( H ) was a stronger
predictor of species richness ( S ) than area ( A) for islands
smaller than 1 ha ( S = a + blog10 A + cH gives b = 4.11
with p = 0.0273, and c = 4.47 with p = 9.98 × 10−8 ), but
the reverse was true for islands larger than 1 ha ( b = 20.5
with p = 1.57 × 10−5 and c = 1.10 with p = 0.101). Thus,
this dataset at least may actually be consistent with our theory, which states that niches determine species richness on
small islands and immigration determines species richness
on large islands. We suggest that future multiple regression
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Fig. 5  The SAR of an island from the spatially explicit niche–neutral
model exhibits sampling, niche-structured, immigration-structured,
and speciation-structured phases. Panels A and B show an example
landscape configuration, with a small island comprising 128 × 128
individuals near a large mainland comprising 4096 × 4096 individuals. Area and distance are measured in units such that there is one
individual per unit area. Each of the n∗ = 10 niches is represented by
a distinct color. In the scenario with no immigration from the mainland (panel C), the SAR has three phases: a sampling phase, a nichestructured phase, and a speciation-structured phase, as illustrated via
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comparison to the theoretical niche-only (green) and speciation-only
(red) curves. In the scenario with immigration from the mainland,
the SAR has an additional immigration-structured phase at intermediate areas (panel D), as illustrated via comparison to a theoretical
immigration-only curve from a spatially implicit neutral model with
no in situ island speciation (blue). The speciation rate is 𝜈 = 10−6, the
dispersal standard deviation is 𝜎 = 8, and the distance from the island
to the mainland is d = 20. Analytical SARs for the corresponding
spatially implicit model with in situ island speciation are also shown
(black dashed curves on panels C and D). See text for model details
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studies of this kind similarly test whether the influence of
habitat richness varies with area. Another caveat of such
studies is that habitat richness can be hard to define and
measure—especially in a way that is independent of species richness (e.g., not using species presence or absence
to define habitats) (Kohn and Walsh 1994).
Going further back, a related argument was made by
Whitehead and Jones (1969) to explain the biphasic SAR
for plants in the Kapingamarangi archipelago. The smallest islands in this archipelago are sand-cay islands and the
majority of species on these islands are specially adapted to
the sandy conditions. Only when island area exceeds several hectares do substantial numbers of non-sand-cay species
appear. These processes alone can produce a biphasic SAR
if the sand-cay species richness, though appreciable even
on small islands, accumulates only very slowly with area,
perhaps due to low metacommunity diversity of sand-cay
species, with the result that the sand-cay component of the
SAR is eventually overtaken by the non-sand-cay component (Whitehead and Jones 1969). While this explanation is
convincing for the Kapingamarangi plant data (Whitehead
and Jones 1969; Heatwole and Levins 1973), its generality
is unclear. In particular, it is unclear if this explanation can
account for massive variation, across archipelagos and taxa,
in the range of island area thresholds at which the smallisland effect kicks in (Chisholm et al. 2016). Moreover,
this explanation and ours are not mutually exclusive. Our
graphical model (Fig. 1D) shows the small-island phase to
be almost completely flat, but this is not an essential feature
of our theory. We allow that niche diversity may increase
with island area as for plants in the Kapingamarangi or Shetland archipelagos; our central claim is simply that, above
a threshold area, the effects of increasing niche diversity
on species richness are outweighed by those of increasing
immigration.

Unifying island and mainland SARs
Our work here points to a unification of the biphasic SAR of
island biogeography with the classic triphasic SAR of mainland biogeography. Both of these SARs appear to be special
cases of a more general tetraphasic SAR, whose phases are
as follows (steepness refers to slopes on log–log axes):
i. a steep sampling phase, where new species are
encountered rapidly as area increases;
ii. a shallow (possibly almost flat) niche-structured phase,
where the number of species reflects the number of
niches;
iii. a moderately steep immigration-structured phase,
where species richness increases because larger areas
receive more total immigrants per unit time;

iv. a steep speciation-structured phase, where we are
beyond the average species’ range size and are again
rapidly encountering new species.
The classic triphasic mainland SAR corresponds to
phases (i), (iii), and (iv), consistent with previous interpretations of this pattern (Preston 1960; Rosindell and Cornell
2007; O’Dwyer and Cornell 2018). Our explanation for why
the mainland SAR does not typically exhibit phase (ii), the
niche-structured phase, is that this phase is evident only in
systems where immigration of new species into a focal area
is low—because of low landscape diversity or dispersal,
or both. In most mainland systems, we expect that these
conditions are not met, and thus, immigration is high and
the niche-structured phase of Fig. 4 is effectively hidden.
Candidate systems in which to start looking for the elusive
niche-structured phase on mainlands are boreal forest trees
(Svenning and Skov 2007) and mangroves of the Neotropics
(Ellison et al. 1999). In both these systems, landscape-level
tree diversity is very low and we predict that the SAR for
nested areas of mainlands may exhibit the predicted nearly
flat niche-structured phase—the mainland equivalent of the
small-island effect.
The biphasic island SAR corresponds to phases (ii)–(iii)
(Fig. 4). If taken down to small enough areas, we predict
that island SARs will also exhibit a steep sampling phase
corresponding to (i). If in situ island speciation is present,
then we predict island SARs to exhibit phase (iv) at very
large areas as well (Figs. 4 and 5). Previous attempts to
incorporate in situ speciation into traditional island biogeography theory have produced a steep speciation-structured
phase that appears as a sharp uptick interrupting a saturating
SAR (Fig. 1 in Lomolino and Weiser 2001). By contrast,
in our theory, the speciation-structured phase appears as a
more gradual extension of the immigration-structured phase
(Fig. 4). Biologically, our theory says that the traditionally
hypothesized saturation point of the SAR, where all mainland species are represented on the island, will never in practice be reached because any island large enough to meet this
criterion will also be large enough to have substantial in situ
speciation. Our theory predicts that the immigration- and
speciation-structured phases run together. Again, the empirical data are more consistent with our theory because saturating island SARs are rarely if ever observed in practice. This
aspect of our theory could be tested more quantitatively by
application to data sets where speciation is important on
large islands. Losos and Schluter (2000) observed a steep
increase in the SAR slope for Anolis lizards on Caribbean
islands at around A = 2,000 km2 and attributed this to a transition from an immigration- to a speciation-structured phase,
consistent with our theory, but a more careful statistical
analysis would be needed to rule out the saturating model.
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Our tetraphasic SAR was produced by a particular
model—the spatially implicit niche–neutral model—that
incorporates niches, demographic stochasticity, immigration,
and speciation. A fruitful future research direction would
be to explore other models that incorporate the same set of
processes in different ways. For example, it would be possible to include speciation into our stochastic Lotka–Volterra
model by allowing novel species to arise from occasional
mutations to the parameter values of an existing species. We
predict that such a model would also predict a tetraphasic
SAR, although simulating it over a range of scales sufficiently broad to reveal all four phases distinctly would be a
formidable computational challenge.

similar to the small-island effect should occur in any scenario where immigration is systematically varied across
observation units, even if area is held constant. For example,
if diatom communities on glass plates (Patrick 1967) were to
be subjected to levels of immigration varying across orders
of magnitude, we would predict a biphasic relationship of
species richness to immigration rate (Fig. 3B), with species
richness reflecting the niche diversity of the experimental
system when immigration is very low, but being elevated
above this when immigration is high. Similar experiments
could be carried out in annual plant communities (Levine
and HilleRisLambers 2009; Gilbert and Levine 2017) or on
artificial sea wall communities (Loke et al. 2019).

Broader implications and conclusions
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Our theory has implications for the maintenance of diversity
of local communities on mainlands. Local communities on
mainlands differ from island communities in many respects,
but arguably the biggest is in the magnitude of immigrants
arriving. A forest plot of area 1 k m2, surrounded by contiguous forest, will receive approximately 5% of its seed
rain from outside the plot (Chisholm and Lichstein 2009).
By contrast, we estimate that a forested 1 k m2 island only
10 km from the mainland would receive less than 0.001%
of its seed rain as immigrants (estimated from formulas and
data in Muller-Landau et al. 2008). Therefore, we would
expect the immigration curves in Fig. 1C to be substantially
higher in mainland communities than in island communities,
the species richness in turn to be substantially higher, and,
in accordance with our theory and our discussions above,
the small-island effect to be rarely if ever observed. This
implies that most local communities on mainlands are in the
increasing phase of the SAR (Fig. 4C), where immigration
maintains species diversity and there is a surfeit of species
over niches.
Our theory makes other testable predictions. One is that
the transition from the small-island effect to the increasing
SAR phase (Fig. 1D) should occur at smaller island areas in
archipelagos that are less isolated (e.g., lake islands as compared to oceanic islands) or for taxa with reproductive adults
or propagules that are more motile (e.g., plants as compared
to mammals), because in such cases immigration is higher.
We confirmed these predictions using dozens of datasets in
a previous study (Chisholm et al. 2016), but more studies are
required. Another prediction is that there should be an “isolated-island effect,” akin to the small-island effect, whereby
island biogeography’s traditional negative relationship of
species richness to island isolation (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) fails to hold for sufficiently isolated islands, with
instead the species richness of these very isolated islands
being roughly independent of isolation (towards the left of
Fig. 3B). More generally, we predict that a phenomenon
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